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STATE UNIrERSITY SYSTEM OF FLORIDA
107 W. Gaines Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32304

October 29, 1975

TO: Members, Counci I of President~

We have not been able to send you copies of the first drafts of the
"Reports to the People" remarks in accordance with our or.iginal sched
ule because there have been some delays in getting this material
in. We stil I have not received one of these statements. However,
I am transmittJ.ng what we have now in hand and hope that you wi II
have an opportunity to review these prior to our meetl.ng In Tampa
on November 3. Whi Ie these are al I excel lent statements, seYeral-~

perhaps al I--are longer than can be accommodated in five minutes.

Many people continue to be concerned about the number of presentations
proposed. Indeed some of you su.ggested. fol lowt.ng the ~egents meetl.ng,
that we ",!ight sti II reconsider the format of the meeti.ng to reduce
the number of participants and perhaps contribute t~ greater con
tinuity of th~ught in the process. Several have s~Bgested that we
might structure the program around the basic presentations made to
the Regents In Ga Inesv I I Ie. I had hoped th,at the or: igina I p Ian
might work alth~ugh we recognized that it would require extremely
close coordination and "fine tuning" in terms of fitti.ng the different
presentations into an over-all "story." Because of the fact th.at
we have not been able to pr:ogress on schedule with. the review of
individual presentations, I am concerned at this point that it may
be extremely difficult to fol low the original plan or format.
Furthermore, we have had actIon by the Board of Regents on the Issue
of budgets and the possibi J ity of enrol lroent cei I i.ngs wttich, wi II
require that we bui ld these actions into our over-a I I program format.

In view of these circumstances, I would like to sUBgest that we con
sider the attachment as an alternative program format. We can weigh
the merits of various approaches at our meeting In Tampa on the 3rd.

Let me add, that whl Ie I have suggested names of the pr:ogram parti
cipants for the Tampa meeting to coincide with 0r:iginal as~ignments.

these responsibi lities could be shared by other Presidents as we make
the ci rcuit.

Flori@ IntemaHonGl Ul'liveTIUJI'
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FloridG AdanHc Unjoerritv
Boca EWton

Vllicer.ritv of South Florida
Tampa

Vnh;er.ritll of North Florida
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UnlveT,"tll of Florida Florida State Univer.titll Florida A. l~ M. Univerritll
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PensocolD Orumdo
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In order to keep our options open, please bring twenty copies of the ?
final draft of your remarks prepared in acccordance with the o~igtnal

plan. ->
We hope to get our meeting underway by 9:00 a.m. on the 3rd In the
Airport Inn in Tampa. We wi II have a projector avai lable If you
want to use slides.

Thank you for your cooperation.

m/pw

Attachment

Sine '3 yours,

Jr.



AlTERNAT I VE FORMAT nB II FOR REPORT
TO THE PEOPLE

Time (Min.)

10 I. Welcome, opening remarks, and brief
on the purpose of the meeting ..

commentary
Cha i rman,
Council of Advisors,
Member of the
Board of Regents,

Chancellor

20 II. Progress reports on developments within the
State University System, including consid
eration of major problems of funding and
quality, and recent action by the Board
of Regents relative to budgets and
enro I1ment ce iii ngs . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Chance 1lor

We would repeat the basic presentation made to the Board of
Regents, expanding or elaborating a bit on a few areas pro
posed for discussion in the original format. For example,
the first part would focus upon how Florida has extended
educational opportunities to the people--a brief statement
of the "open door" phi losophy and how the phi losophy has
been carried out--referring to the growth in universities,
branch campuses, centers, as well as an array of non-tradi
tional programs aimed at broadening and extending educational
opportunities. We could reflect what has happened in terms
of increased enrollment, moving directly into the consider
ation of the financial impact of this growth along with
inflation, using some of the material we used in the Regent's
presentation. We would then discuss the effect of inadequate
funding upon qual ity and the need to address priorities in
terms of future effort.

We would then discuss the actions of the Board of Regents
setting budget priorities, emphasizing that the Board was not
proposing to close the door but had in fact included in its
request funds which would aJ low us to keep the door open. The
posture of the Board, however, presents this as a pol icy
Issue to the Legislature and the State in order that very
de'llberate decisions can be made with respect to the
optlons"availab1e.

7 I I I. How can the open door pol icy be maintained
(or Why Should the Open Door Pol icy Be
Maintained)? . President Creech

This would in effect be the presentation which Glen has proposed
in his draft. I think it is an excellent treatment of the
issues involved.
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IV. Contributions of the State University
System to the economic, social, and
cultural development of the State
through:

a. Educational programs

b. Research and service

Pres ident Marsha I I

President Marston

In addition to discussing some of the specific contributions
made by the State University System, the emphasis under !la"
could be on helping to better interpret what a university
education is about, responding in advance to questions or
concerns about too many co I Iege graduates or too much educa
tion. Stan Marshal I has already treated this subject exceed
ingly wei I. The second part of this presentation deal ing
with research and service could not only stress the signi
ficance and contributions of such efforts but could emphasize
the potential loss to the State from not supporting adequately
programs in health, agriculture, and other areas which are so
vital to the State's future progress.

7 v. Problems and prospects
financial needs

of accommodating
President Mackey

This presentation could treat the analyses by the chief state
economist, Jay Yelton, whose projections indicate that our
present tax base wi I I not even keep pace with a modest (6$)
rate of inflation over the next decade--to say nothing of
meeting problems of growth and workload increases. Although
it is not our responsibi I ity to deal with revenue sources, we
could refer to Commissioner Turlington's posture on fixed
quantity taxes and the need to "restructure"our tax base.
Finally, we might also refer to the study by John Due and perhaps
others indicating the low ranking which Florida has among the
States in terms of using its tax potential for support of
higher education. Such an approach would fol low the general
thrust of Cecil's excel lent paper.

3 VI. Summary

Summarize the major.points or issues discussed, emphasizing
efforts to more effectively utilize re?ources.
we already have, and set the stage for the discussion
which would fol low.

Chance I lor

30 VII. Discussion ..•....•....•...... Pannel of Presidents



Opening remarks by Chancel lor E. T. York, Jr., concerning the
naTure and purpose of "Report to the People" meetings.

Let me also express our deep gratitude to you all for your presense
here This evening and comment briefly upon why we are holding this series
of meetings.

The State University System of Florida exists for one primary purpose-
to serve the public higher education needs of The State. You and
other citizens of Florida provide a significant portion of the financial
resources needed to carry out this mission. We are very conscious
of the stewardship responsibi litles which we have for managing and
uti lizing these resources so that the greatest good might be derived
from them. So one reason for these meetings is to give us--the Regents,
the Presidents and me--an opportunity to account for our stewardsblp--much
in the same manner that the management of a corporation might be
accountable to its board of directors.

We are also here to report on the progress being made by the nine uni
versities comprIsing your State University System--to look at some of
the significanT contributions which these Universities are making to
the STate and its people as wei I as to consider Their potential for
even greater service. Furthermore, we are here to discuss some of
the critical problems facing these Universities and examine some of
the major polley issues which could vitally affect the future of higher
educaTion here in Florida.

As we consider some of these crucial policy issues, we especially need
input from the people of the State--the users and ultimate beneficiaries
of these educational programs.

We are particularly delighted that Legislators are attending these
meetings because they must ultimately wrestle with many of these policy
issues and make decisions which can determine the nature and effectiveness
of our system of higher education In the years to come.

We are grateful to the Counci Is of Advisors and the combined alumni
associaTions of the nine ~niversities for their outstanding effort
in coordinating and giving leadership to the local arrangemenTs for
These meetlngs--and to the members of the Board of Regents for their
endorsement and supporT of these efforts.

To my knowledge, this is the first time meetings of this nature have
ever been held In Florida. I am sure This is the firsT time tfiat nine
university presidents have come TogeTher in such a settlng--not to
talk about the problems or merits of their respective instituttons



but rather to discuss Issues relating to higher education generally
and to explore ways in which, collectively, these nine universities
can better serve the people of Florida.

I am very proud to introduce my presidential col leagues because r
do not believe a more outstanding group of educational administrators
could be assembled anywhere in the country.

Following brief formal presentations by each President, there wi I I
be a period for questions and open discussion. We hope that you wi I I
feel free to make comments or explore issues of interest to you.

(Introduce Presidents for presentations)

(If program format is changed, the last paragraph would of course be
modified accordingly.)

10/29/75



FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF ~IGHER EDUCATION IN FLORIDA

By
President Cecil Mackey

During its relatively brief history, the State University System of Florida

has made significant contributions to the quality of life that we all enjoy.

Until 1960, there were only three public universities in the State of Florida

serving approximately 25,000 students. Today, there are nine public univer

sities providing educational services throughout all regions of the State to

approximately 100,000 students. This significant growth and investment of

resources has been directly related to the goal of making higher education

accessible to all members of the general citizenry of the State who could

reasonably benefit from receiving such services. Many of us today, including

myself, are deeply indebted to our system ·of public higher education in the

United States for having provided this opportunity.

The issue'of maintaining accessibility to higher education is being questioned

today more seriously than ever before. Many individuals raising questions

about public higher education are concentrating upon the levels of financial

support required to maintain this policy and its priority with respect to

other major needs in the State. r~y remarks will be limited to sharing \'/ith

you a brief summary of some of the costs and recent trends in financial support

for higher education.

One question concerning the costs of higher education has focused upon the

relative cost of providing educ?tional services in the freshman and sophomore

years in the universities as ccmpared to the community colleges. Although

this question is a relevant consideration for legislators in the State of

'.
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Florid~, invalid data has been used in some of the comparisons. A recent

study completed by the State Department of Education reveals that there is

less than a 3% difference in the amount of State tax funds provided to the

universities as compared to the community colleges for educational services

at the freshman and sophomore levels. In fact. the Board of Regents has

requested that the Legislature appropriate State funds in the same amount

per full-time equivalent student for the freshman and sophomore years to

the State University System as is appropriated to the Community College

System for comparable students. Clearly, this issue should be put to rest

with a factual understanding that the cost to the State through State tax

appropriations to either the State University System or the community col

leges for freshman and sophomore work is essentially equal regardless of

which type of institution is chosen.

Another question concerning the CJsts of public higher education has been

raised by independent colleges and universities. Recent public statements

indicated that "it costs the Florida taxpayer at least $2,356 (excluding

construction and capital outlay costs) to educate each full-time undergraduate

student in the State University System. II According to data produced by the

Senate Education Committee and provided to the independent colleges and

universities, the actual cost (excluding fees) of educating a full-time

undergraduate student for an academic year in the State University System is

$1,260. This data and other cost comparisons have consistently shown public

higher education to be competitive and a wise societal investment where

comparable programs and costs are considered.

In order to gain some perspective, one needs to consider the State of Florida1s

level of financial support for public higher education as it compares to
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funding levels nationally and in the Southeastern United States. A recent

·study of the level of financial support provided by State tax funds to public

higher education indicates the following:

1. There has been a 48% increase nationally in the level of financial

support provided between fiscal year 1972-73 and fiscal year 1975-76.

2. In the Southeastern United States there has been a comparable increase

of 55% in the level of financial support provided by State tax funds

for public higher education.

3. If one considers the same information for only the most populous

states in the nation. then the percentage increase is 47% over the

same time period.

4. The State of Florida ranks 39th amon9 the fifty states in the per

centage increase from State tax funds for public higher education

durin9 the period between fiscal year 1972-73 and fiscal year 1975-76.

Although these data ignore the significant student growth rate in Florida

during the past several years, they do clearly indicate that the level of

financial support provided from State tax funds to public higher education

in Florida has been less than the national average and less than that realized

in the Southeastern United States.

Another trend in financial support for public higher "education in Florida

is the amount of general revenue tax funds appropriated over the past three

years;

1. The State University System's share of the State budget has increased

from approximately 11% in 1973-74 to 11.6% in 1975-76.

2. As a percentage of the total education budget of the State, the State
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University System's percent of total general revenue funds has

remained constant at 18.3% from 1973-74 to 1975-76.

The data I have commented on to this point ignore the significant enroll

ment growth and inflationary trends that have been experienced by the State

University System during the past several years.

1. Although the dollar amount of State appropriations to the State Uni

versity System has increased from approximately $200 million in

·1972-73 to approximately $245 million in 1975-76, the actual purchasin9

power of this amount of funding when measured by the Consumer Price

Index has declined from approximately $152.8 million in 1972-73 to

$149.3 million in 1975-76.

2. In addition to the significant inflationary pressures that the State

University System has experienced, our four-quarter average full-time

equivalent student body has increased from approximately 68,700 students

in 1972-73 to approximately 78,500 students in 1975-76.

3. The result of inflationary pressures and increased student enrollments

has been a decline in the average level of funding per student from

approximately $2,225 in 1972-73 to $1,903 in 1975-76.

These data most clearly indicate the serious erosion in financial support

that has been suffered by the State University System during the past several

years. At a time when our full-time student enrollment has increased by

approxin,ate1y 14.3%, our financial support per student has declined by 14.5%

when measured in constant dollars.

The serious erosion of our financial support in the State University System

has been felt on each of the nine campuses. It has been felt in such diverse

way as follows:
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1•.The ability of the universities to attract and retain highly compe

tent and productive faculty members has been seriously impaired.

In fact, a recent study of faculty salaries nationally for 1973-74

reveals that the State University System ranked 24th out of the

fifty states in average compensation paid university faculty members.

This represents nearly $1,000 below the national average and will be

even more serious this year since the Legislature did not appropriate

salary increases for faculty members in the State University System•.

2. The actual number of faculty members available to provide instruc

tional services for the increasing student enrollments has declined.

As an example, since 1972 the budgeted productivity expected of each,
teaching faculty member has increased by 20%. This has resulted in

increased class sizes, reduced curriculum offerings, and less

individualized instruction for the student body ..

3. Further impacts have significantly reduced the acquisition of new

library and audio/visual materials and equipment. laboratory materials

and supplies, and other general supporting resources for the academic

programs of the State University System.

Although one could assume that the financial plight of higher education in

the State of Florida is short-term in nature, recent projections do not support

this contention. In fact, the growth in revenue projected for the next six

years under the State's current tax structure would not yield enough funds to

support the State University System at current levels of service and cover a

modest six percent rate of inflation. As Chancellor York has stated, this

infonmation indicates that higher education and other programs of the State

of Florida are facing a long-term problem which would appear to indicate that

current sources of revenue will have to be increased if normal growth and
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provision of services is to be continued.

One final point concerning the financial support of higher education in the

State of Florida is worthy of your consideration. A recent study conducted

at the request of Commissioner Ralph Turlington by the Institute for Educa

tional Finance at the University of Florida puts in perspective the ability

of the State to provide additional funding for its many programs and services.

In summary, the study focused on measuring the State of Florida's tax revenue

potential as compared to the other states in the five taxing areas of

corporate income, personal income, sales, cigarette and liquor taxes. Once

the potential tax revenue was derived for each state in the nation, the actual

appropriations for higher education was related to the derived revenue.

This study resulted in the following observations:

1. The State of Florida ranks 45th in the nation in the State tax

effort devoted to higher education.

2. Florida ranked 34th in the nation in the amount of State and

local tax support per capita for higher education.

3. Florida ranked 38th in the nation in State and local tax support

for higher education per dollar of tax revenue.

The report observed that Florida taxpayers bear one of the lightest tax burdens

in the country due to primary reliance upon tourists to pay the costs of

education through the State sales tax. Chancellor York has provided this

and other pertinent information to key legislative leaders for consideration

during the next legislative session. The decisions reached by the Legislature

on these major issues will affec~ the general citizenry and the ability of

the State University System to continue providing educational services

throughout the State of Florida.

•
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In conclusion. I will summarize the key points that I want to leave with

you:

1. The State of Florida has lagged behind the Southeastern United

States and the nation in its increased appropriations for higher

education in the past several years.

2. The State universities are now accommodating 14% greater student

enrollments with 15% fewer real dollars realized over the past

three years.

3. There are factually no significant differences in the State's tax

support of comparable students between the universities and the

community colleges.

'4. The immediate and long-term view appears to be that current sources

of revenue will not support Florida's commitments to higher educa

tion services.

"
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EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUS

Charles N. Millican
President

Florida Technological University

OCT 27 19i'

.,It _

Your State University System, with its nine main campuses, 3/ brarrt!tres;.-··~··-

field stations, laboratories, and regional centers covers thousands of acres.

Its combined physical plant and thousands of faculty and staff represent what is,

if not the state's largest, certainly its most important investment. It is

primarily an investment in the state's future, assuring education and professional

training for its citizens. But beyond this primary mission, the system plays an

important role in the lives of all Florida citizens, both directly and indirectly.

This vast network reaches into every county, into every city and community, making

its storehouse of knowledge and the talents of its faculty available to the people.

While the origin of the system dates back more than 100 years, to the land

grant college act, the real growth and-development have taken place virtually

overnight. In 1905, nine seminaries and academies were converted into three state

universities. The University of Florida at Gainesville and Florida State and

Florida A&M in Tallahassee. Theirs was a statewide mission to fill the needs of

fewer than one million Floridians.

Following WOrld War II, Florida entered a period of phenomenal population

and economic growth, one that continues today. During this period population

soared from five million to eight million, a 61 percent increase, but the increase

in the numbers of students demanding entrance to the state's universities was

even greater, brought about by a comb~nation of factors, including the influx of

new residents, a large crop of World War II babies, and a 6 percent increase in

the number of high school students seeking higher education.
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These trends were correctly predicted during the late 1950's, and it became

painfully apparent that the three existing universities did not have the capacity

to absorb these new students.

Two parallel efforts were launched by the legislature and other state

leaders in response to this demand. In 1957, the state embarked on a planned

program to bring junior college educational opportunities to every area in Florida.

Today there are 28 community oolleges, bringing 99 percent of the state's population

within commuting distance of a community college.

Then a system of regional state universities was initiated with the opening

of the University of South Florida at Tampa in 1960. Florida Atlantic at Boca

Raton was added in 1964. The University of West Florida at Pensacola began serving

the citiZens of its area in 1967. Florida Technological university opened in

Orlando in 1968. And, the youngest in the system, Florida International in Miami

and university of North Florida in Jacksonville, enrolled students for those two

urban areas in 1972.

With this expansion, enrollments in the universities soared from 26,000 in

1960 to the present 110,000, an average of 5,900 new students per year, the

equivalent of a new average size American university each year. Providing the

facilities and the faculty and staff to respond to this tremendous growth in such

a comparatively short period of time was a major accomplishment.

The state had now created a system of higher education. one in which the uni

versities had to have specific roles and interlock with each other. A Board of

Regents, appointed by the Governor, ~onfirmed by the Cabinet, and operating under

the general supervision of the Board of Education, was created to replace the

Board of Control, which had supervised the original three institutions thr~ugh

their first 60 years •

•
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The nine Regents, private citizens serving as a policy making body, utilize

a staff headed by a Chancellor to manage the system, to review its progress toward

meeting the demands of Florida citizens, and to carry out the dictates of the

legislature.

By the late 1960's it was clear the explosive growth of the system had pro

vided problems of management and of planning and funding--that a broad policy of

operation was inadequate. The Regents, working with the council of University

Presidents, developed a canprehensive plan of development: the so-called "Code

Document .. " This development plan assigned a specific role to each of the institu

tions. Instead of nine universities competing for academic programs and tax

dollars, Florida has a system of education with well-developed criteria for

establishing or deleting academic degree programs and for allocating funds.

TOday, the impact of our universities is felt in every sector of business,

industry, agriculture, and government and within every profession. several million

people have enrolled for credit and noncredit courses in the nine state universities

since they were founded, and yet six are less than 15 years old.

More than 230,000 people, the vast majority of them Floridians, have earned

degrees. They lead our state in government, in industry, a,nd agriculture. They

treat our illnesses and make us loans. They design our homes and teach our children.

They fight our court battles and look after our natural resources. They are sitting

in this room right now taking a hard look at what our system of higher education

means to the state. The more than one hundred thousand now enrolled will soon

complete their work and enter the mainstream making a major contribution to the

state and to their communities. Theirs will be a good sound education, one which

will enable them to return to society an impact many times what their education cost.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairperson. Ladies and gentlemen, the theme

of my brief address to you this morning is that we must find ways

"to further extend higher educational opportunity to the people of

Florida.

The:Unpressive development of the State'University System of

Florida, as just described by President Millican, has resulted in

tne extension of educational opportunities to ¥ntold thousand of
'..

citizens who might have otherwise remained unserved. There-is-little

doubt that these individuals' lives have been enriched personally,

financially, and professionally by their involvement in these

expanded oppo~tunities for learning_ Likewise, our society has

reaped the" many benefits of a more talented" and effective citizenry.

The'extension of higher education has proven to be both in the

interest of the individual citizen and in the enlightened self-

interest of the State.

While we may take pride in our ,accomplishments to date, we

. .

. ' ,
.·should neverth~less remain ever-sensitive to the ~~ct that we have

·far from realized our goal of providing full educational opportu-

nities for most of our fellow citizens~ Literally, hundreds of

thousands of adult Floridians'who wish to and who could improve

themselv~s, and .ultimately their communities, through participation
~," .

in higher education, are unable to do so because of ~;institu
"'-..:-.. . .

tional outreach pr~grams. These persons, the neglected target

population of Florida's higher education system, have, for the

most part, not been reached by our impressive expansion programs.

The explanation for this is relatively straight forward -- we have

simply not had the resources and , in some cases the will, to provide

\,
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dive~sified options for h~gher education which are feasible for

most adult learn~rs. Instead, we have more or less 'limited our

efforts to extending the existing higher education model just to

meet the explosive growth demands of our traditional clientele "--

the 18 to 22 year old, on-campus student. Nevertheless, we have

become increasingly conscious with each passing day that a multitude

of ~orkers, parents, heads of households, minority groups and other

adult populations want and need # the services of our.,institutions.
.. ".-

Without regulations and ~esour~e allocations for this specific

purpose we have been, and will continue to be,' unable to p~oV:id~

realistically'available and feasible higher education alt~rna~ives'

for these citizens. In fact, ~s revenues remain steady, enrollments

increase and inflation continues to "ea~ away" at the purchasing

power of the dollar, the relatively few efforts that we qre now

making ~n this regard may even have to be curtailed.

'Ladies and. gentlemen, we must not allow this to happen. I

can not overs~ess t~e urgency of directing ou~ attention and
..

resources to this vast, important, and uns~rved audiences. The
.

nature of our society today will no lO~ger allOW us the fiscal

luxury of providing higher educational opportunities to only the

young, the most easily reached, .and the most advantaged segments of'

our population. We, as adults in a future-shocked world, all are

involved in a race, at an ever-increasing pace, with personal and

professional obsolesencea Higher education must not ignore its

responsibility to respond to the needs of individuals as they

struggle to remain effective and up-to-date in this age of rapid

change.

..

\

..
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- .. "We must not only extend opportunity to greater numbers of people,

but we must also insure that such opportuni~ies are relevant and

are ·available throughout one's lifetime:

Having briefly addressed the need for extending educational

opportunities, let me now focus in on~some specific strategies for

providing for such extension and the further development which each

strategy requires.

" 1. Open Door Policy
•. ".

The "open door" policy has served"to

." -.

reo~ient higher education from an aristocratic posture to

an egalitarian one. This policy has helped us to avoid a

caste system· based on" exclusive and preferential service

to only those deemed "most fit" or only those deemed to

nave the "greatest potential" for·success. Currently, any

citizen with a high school education or its equivalent

can enter our higher education system. However, we must

keep i~ mind that approximately one-half of the State's.. ;...

popUlation over age 25 can not.meet this#relatively

e~li9htened standard provided for by the open enrollment

policy. Elimination of. this policy would, no doubt, lead

to the exclusion of thousands of additional persons .as

more stri~gent admission standards evolve. Such outcome
'."

would place our institutions of higher education in danger

of becoming "ghettos" for the young, the pr~viledged, and

the intellectual elite. A~ the very least we should strive

to maintain the open enrollment policy. Ideally, we should

broaden it.

\
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2. Fin~ncial Aid -- Extension of educational opportunity

to. all persons regardless of economic status will

require further provisions for financial aid. At

present, W~ have a fairly respectable aid effort.

During 1975-76, nearly 40% of the 250,000 post-secondary

education students in the State of Florida will be

receiving some kind of student aid from eight ~jor pro-

•

.""

-grams (LEEP, Wor~study, special student ·loans, etc~)

.
However, we must ask ourselves how many thousands of

". -

would-be-l~arners are excluded from further education

because of limited resources. The tragedy is that so

many of these persons find the financial burden of higher

education so overwhelming that they have set educational

and career goals far below their yet undeveloped potentials.

How can we calculate the loss of undeveloped human
~ -!V'

mind? Furthermore, many tirnes'part-tirne student -- who
, ovJV

. ~epres~~t;; the majority' of both $I" curren: .and potential

-clientele -- are excluded from aid programs. If we are

serious~tendi~geducational opportunity, then we have. to

•develop additional aid programs a~d realistic aid poli~ies•.

3. Continuing Education Cente:S5 -- Extension of education .

opportunity will require us to physically offer more courses

and programs {n locales which are convenient to potential

clientele. Off-Campus centers need to be provided in urban

neighborhoods, large industires, and in population areas

remote from the campus in order to take education to the

"people.

\
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The full contribution of our higher education institutions

can never be realized so long as programs remain essentially

campus-bound.

4~ Uses of Mass Media -- How much longer will the potential

contribution of mass media to the educational outreach

remain. undeveloped? The use of mass media to deliver

extended education opportun~ties has been advo~ated time
". -

and time again. 'Such usage wjl1 enable us to reach large

numbers of people. with effective and efficient programs.

It has been said that an educational-innovation takes as

long as fifty years· to be adopted, if ever. Unless we

begin to give serious cons;d~ration to this delivery system,

the use of mass media for extension "of educational op-
.

.portunity may set the record for the innovation left

unused "on th~ shelf" for th~ longest period of time. The

need fs clear and the technology available. We must move

forward to develop this virtually untapped resourcea

6. External Degree -- One 0:: the key .delivery" systeJ!ls which

the state of Florida has developed in extending opportunity

on the baccalaureate level is the State University System

. .

--External Degree Program, administered by the Office of

Community Affairs at Florida I.nternational University. The

External Degree Program is a self-directed, largely off-campus

academic program for residents of Florida. Students in the

program earn baccalaureate degrees through a combination of

credit for previous academic, work and other life experience,

independent study, equivalency testing, and regular classroom

\
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courses at any coll~ge or university in the State.

T~gether, the student and his or her faculty adviso~, who

i~ an expert in the student's chosen field of study, write

an individualized program of study known as the Educational

Contract. During the next decade, we ma~ expect to see an

increasing emphasis on such external and off~campus

ac~demic programs throughout the State, parti~ularly on
•

the master's lev~l. Programs such as this one. have proved

themselves, ·in Florida and in other states, to ·be among· the
mos~ sought after and socially effe~tive re~ponses of

universities to the needs of the communities around them.

7.:cooperation with Community Colleges and Private Institutions

This is an area which the educational community of the

·,State ~f Florida can no longer ignore or only pay "lip

service." Efficiency, effectiveness, and just common sense,'

demand that our post-secondary institutions move from a

competetive, turf-protecting'posture to bne of mutual support •

We must determine both the unique and the complementary

ro~es that our post:sec~ndary institutions can play in the

delivery of services to people. ·We have developed some

very.closely cooperative arrangemen~s in a few· areas.'

However, instances of cooperation and coordination must

become the rule rather than the exception.

Now, let me quickly mention a few major items which tend to

further limit our efforts to enhance accessibility.

My friends and colleagues, history has placed public universi

ties and private universities in this State in geographic locations

,
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that.in no way represent population centers. I am not

questioninq why this happened, but the facts are that we must

live with ~he uniqueness of the historical institutions in the

State. of Florida. These are real restraints on accessibility

to the citizens who should be extended the opportunities that

campuses represent and continually represent the question of how

to .stretch.the .campus out to deliver the knowledge th~~ we
,

represent to the citizen consumers who are in need of these

'learning services. When we add to that factor the whole 'question

of cost to d~liver educational opportunities to the citizens of

the State of Florida, we are confronted 'with the question of
/

where the pUblic education dollars go and how they are utilized.

One of the most interesting figures I can give you is that

just to counsel students on ·campus, the costs are $70 per hour.

So the message is clear•••• we need to be able to support our

philosophy of accessibility with an adequate program of resourcel
~

allocation. That means good old public and private dollars.. . ,

At present, the funding of outreach programs is very inadequate,

both in terms of total dollars and, more importantly, in. terms of

overlapping structures. We need a better definition of the out

reach responsibilities of. the secondary sc~ool. system)of the

community college system, of the state university srstem and of

~rivate colleges and univ~rsities. And, to back this up; we need

to consider new and imaginative structures through which to fund

the responsibilit1es of each sector.

In closing, let me simply say that extending educational

opportunity will be a complex task which will require the best

•

\
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effort froQ each of us. But, ladies and gentlemen, the stakes

are too high, th~ positive outcome too crucial, and the conse-

~uences of further neglect are too disastrous to continue to

~eave opportunites for the development of adult potentials' to
...'.-4 --:-:--.,:...

. ~chance or to intermittent occurances.

-...
. "

, "

""

....~
."

-.
'.

\
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REPORT TO THE PEOPLE

Remarks by Florida State University
President Stanley Marshall

COntributions to the Quality of Lift::. in Florida

OUr society has becone so a:nplex, so dependent on specialization, that

it cannot :f1m.ction effectively \\'ithout a plentiful supply of educated talent.

'Ihi.s is why the first objective of our State University System, as defined by

the Legislature, is the preparation of rren and waren for leadership and superior

service-in science, rredicine, engineering, education, agriculture, law, a::rmuni-

caticns t ccr.rrerce, industry, and public service. Today, sare 200, 000 graduates

of our ni.rt..e state universities are directly involved in iIrproving the quality

of life in our state and nation. '!heir past and continuing ccntributions in

sane ,<laY touea'1 the lives of all Floridians.

One of the nom i.nportant resfX)nsibilities in our un.i.versities is the

disoovery and develOFfl'EIlt of "unc.cnuon" individuals a.'TOng Y0lmg people. Leaders

of our free scciety are increasingly draw:1 fran the universities. Our university

graduates have becare "unccmron" rren and warren because they have care to feel at

hare with books; they have developed a oontinually expanding range of intellectual

curiosity and aesthetic appreciation; they have had adventures with ideas: they

have a keen interest in o:ming to a rational understanding of matters open to

"o:::mtroversy; they have experie.'"1ced the thrill of creativity.

In achieving "uncormonness", they are finding never-ending opp::>rtunities

for ser.d.ce and leadership. Sc:rre of these oPI;Ortunities are in the nurrerous

'VOluntary organizations that characterize our society. nrrough service in

htm.dred~ of oorrrmnrity ar;encies, b"1ey are e.'1hancing the quality of life of

thousands of Floridians, and am buj~ding our churches, schCX)ls, lmiversit\es,
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museme, and other inst.rurrEnts of civilization. Inportantly, they have extended

their sense of vallES and helped their life goals beoare the goals of others

who have not had educational opportunities.

''Ihe university conm.mi:ty today is not indifferent to the agonies of the

larger society. Alnost all a~c p:ople are aware and concerned cbse~ of

our state and nation. Many are active technical advisors and sources of ideas

for the larger conmuni.ty. Venturing into our o:::mm.mi.ties witb practical knCMledge

of benefit to t=eOple in their eVeryday lives has bl~SClTed into the nany public

service activi.ties of our universities. Our state universities serve also

as centers for the radiation and groNth of artistic and cultural activity.

'Ihe university is the hare of creative artists; it is the sponsor of plays,

ooncerts and dance recitals; it is the germinal stage for new art foI.1TS; it is

the derronstrator in its gaJ,leries and ImJSeUlt5 of the best in the visual arts;

it is, in a phrase, an instrurent which our society has endorsed and supported

so as to affect oontinuously the quality of life". So, in achieving a high

standard of academic and artistic endeavor, the students and faculty of our

university centers contribute to the cultural enriciu:EIlt of local residents in

cities throughout the state.

ntroughout the state, it is tine to count up the innurrerable ways the uni

versity system contributes to, shapes, and enriches the life of every one of its

citizens. Progress in Florida cannot cx::rre without the guiding hand of the

research scientist, the statistician, the rred.ical man, the lawyer, the librarian,

the teacher, the business adminis~ator, the engineer, the artist, and the scholar.

-2-
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'1l1e inescapable dependence of progress upm higher education needs to hecaTe

IlOre widely recognized by the people of Florida.

The first jab of our universities is to produce educated rren and waren,

edu:::ated in tile broadest and deepest sense of that word. \'E must guard against

the hazard of shuffling students through utterly neaningless experiences believing

that "'" have aOCOltplished sarething.·

Hc:M do we neasure tile success of our graduates? By multi-digit salaries?

By life-tiIre earnings?

A tnEr rreasure of succes~ is derronstrated in haol our graduates live their

lives, what kind of persons they be:care, how they play the roles they must play in

rrodem Arrerican life-as workers, professional persons, husbands or ...li.ves I parents,

ccmnunity rrerrbers, citizens. '!he university cannot p::>ssihly hope to ha\le provided

all the kna,..71edge that our graduates require. But the universit::j can hope to have

helped them develop sene approaches to· the business of living and making a living.
i

~t about the vallE of a degree? In growing numbers, Arrericans are turning

a hard look on the assurrption, once taken for granted, that a college degree is the

gilt-edged passport to success in life. At a tiIre~ many college graduates are

finding it difficult to get a worthwhile job, faith in the vallE of a degree is

slipping. No srrall wonder. It is because the value of a college degree--especially

the flOletary value--has been oversold. And, because nore inportant vallES of

education have been discounted.

By all relevant rreasures, the eooncmi.c status of oollege graduates is deteriorating.

But, a college degree is still a requirerrent for nost well-paid jobs, and recruiters

relieve that oollege graduates stay with their ercployers longer than people with less

education, are rrore PrOOuctive, adaptable & self-disciplined and prcrrotable. '!bey

have the notion that reople with ed·..1cation bring a whole cluster of positive traits

-3-



to their jabs. SO degrees are still igniting flickers of interest. in a recruiter's eye.

And ItDst people still retain the historic faith of Arrericans in education's benefits.

in providing for a better and happier life.••as well as rrore hard cash.

Jabs which require a college degree often carry such non-m::metary benefits as

greater st.:im.Jlaticn, less fatigue, and a cleaner and rrore healt.'1ful envirorment. Even

IlDre inportant are a = ti tule of off-the-jd> gains for degree holders. COnsider this

cament fran a college president in another state: "W1oever said life was a matter of

bread alone? No edocated person would argue seriously that the study of history. litera-

ture, art or philosophy is irreleva.'1t to a satisfactor:y life or the enduring values of c
.

citizen. Wlat of the qualit'J of a graduate I slife, the realization of one I s aom. goals,

suc:o:!ss as a parent or rrarriage partner, 0:[' one's o:>n.tributions as a citizen?"

It is cbvi.Ol.1S, isn't it, that our state and natien Rust continue to look to our

graduates not only for leadership in cccupational and professional work but also for

inforrred and re.....c1x:>nsilile citizenship activity. If edw...ation and understanding are to

l::e applied to the solution cf the canplex proble.ilS, if the ecananic well-being of

our state is i.11'pOrtant, we rrust find ade<r.late resources to serve these students that

can benefit from higher education.

To limit access-to deny opp::>rtunity-to any of our citizens \«)uld diminish

further the minority of our FEOple ",no ha\l"B an opportunity tp cultivate their minds

and deefel1 their tmderstanding. To rre, the spectre that sare of our children by nere

·chance would lose an educational opp:>rtunity is a terrifying one. ~at a waste it ~ulc

be-in hurran FOten.tial and in econan.i.c and leadership resources for all our people--if

we close our books and our doors to any deserving' person. And to those \om nay be

t\.lrI'}(;.'(j CMay, hew much poorer ~uld be the rest of their li,,~s? And the lives of all

of us?

#H####
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You've heard what the SUS is doine and how it's

Dr. Mackey has told you of the financial cri3i~ we face. I want to mention

briefly some of the steps "'e are taking to cope with the 3ituation.

For a typical business enterprise) the accepted response to a

sickly financial statement is an improvement in efficiency and universities

I are no exception. When the current recession (or depression) became apparent

in 1973, we initiated a number of actions designed to reduce costs. Un-

fortunately in many areas the cutbacks in consumption could not offset the

inflationary cost increases enough to p.-rmit transfers of savings to other

areas. In measuring efficiency, however, the key determinant is a comparison

of input to output and in the SUS we have. for some time, utilized faculty

workload as the basis for measuring productivity.

Faculty productivity represents the number of SCH generated per /
(Th,j N"lRll b,~1 r~ll} I... ...t('~ \V\+" iw. swJ~....1 f-.~",ll.l ......f

quarter per faculty member on the average. This figure will vary by

discipline. by level of instruction. by quarter. by class, .and by institution.

but it is the criterion upon 'Which resources nre allocated. In the past three

years. this productivity has increased over 20 per cent--and since 1968. when

we began using productivity as a tool in the allocation process, it has

increased over 50 per cent. I doubt that m~n~' industries can equal such e.

record in this period of tim.e. hO\,'ever. as they r.uy-- therc h; some bad nc'Ws

that comes with this good neUG and Dr. Robin;,on \"111 explain it later.

Improvement. in efficicIlI:Y cunnot be dC'monstr:.~tctl so orumat1cally in
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other areas of university operation since ~orkload measures are more difficult

•to quantifY. With each new Federal program and each State Legislative Session

it seems that more requirements are loaded onto support staffs. Examples of

such tasks generated in recent years are requirements stemming from the Civil

Rights Act of 1974, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the Fair Labor

Standards Act, the Administrative Procedures Act, the Bureau of Construction

Regulations, the Career Service Program, the State Purchasing Program---and I

could go on and on •

We are making a concerted effort to improve management-·pract.ices

and reduce administrative costs. We have task forces in operation on each

campus and at the Board level charged to find ~ays to streamline procedures

and increase the effectiveness of administration. We have implemented a

> centralized management information system ~hich improves our ability to

evaluate operations and plan effectively. We are in process of initiating a

ne~ method of evaluating and controlling academic programs for each institu-

tion in the System which will reduce unnecessary duplication and overlap and

will permit the identification and elimination of non-productive effort in the

academic areas.

All nine universities have responded to the Legislators' desire

that we increase utilization of facilities by raising the enrollment during

the fourth, or summer, quarter. We are funded on the basis of a four-quarter (I Z".,,,,.,1

avcrnge---a relatively recent change which, while it resulted in an increase

in efficiency, placed ml added burden on faculty and staff which is not always

reCOGnized.



We have not ignored the big picture either. We feel that now is an

appropriate time to review the entire system of hisher education in Florida~

particularly the role and scope of the State Universities. to be sure that we

are offering the appropriate services in the right locations and times for

the people of the State. h new blueprint---we call it CODE---is being developed

for the SUS and it will hopefully reflect some of the reaction we seek from
<•

you.



Dr. B. L. Perry, Jr.

THEY SUGGEST TEN WAYS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM AND ALL TEN WILL CLOSE THE
JXX)RS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

In many respects, there is no need for me to stand before you today

and tell you why we're here. You know why, and the reason is extremely

important to the future of Florida. You have heard from the media, the

Commissioner of Education, the Chancellor, and others, that unless Florida

funds higher education more adequately, the open door policy must be

abandoned. That is a fact -- it's also a fact that the open door policy

has given the opportunity of higher education to literally thousands of

students who are now performing as productive citizens in our state and

nation -- citizens who would not hav~ had that opportunity if we had not

had an open door to higher education over the past many, many years.

I need not take your time today to present some long discourse, full

of jargon, on the theoretical concepts of education. I don't believe you

want to hear that. I do, however, f~el I should somewhat lay it on the

line be open, honest and frank, and tell you that the decision is yours.

You must realize that whatever decis~on you make will have a tremendous

impact on Florida, one way or another, for a long time to come.

Over the past few months various individuals have cried out loud and

clear as to what they think the solucion is for higher education. Thus far,

there have been about 10 such ~uggestions made. Let me emphasize to you

now in very clear terms that none of these 10 suggestions have been made

by me or by any of my colleagues. Let me also make it crystal clear that

I cannot endorse any of them, for in my opinion they are ridiculous! They

are suggestions that have not been well thought out and are surely suggestions

that not only smack of "elitism", but \oI'Ould slam shut the open door of higher
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educational opportunity.

Allow me to just briefly tell you what these suggestions are:

It's been suggested that we admit students by lottery, so that

those whose names are drawn can attend our colleges and universities,

while those whose names are not picked are simply denied admission. A

ridiculous way to capitalize on the God-given talents we need for the

future~

A second suggestion has been to admit on a first come, first served

basis. A plan where you can apply perhaps at the time your child is born.

Some of our people can't even afford the tuition now, let alone paving it

to pay years before the student attends.

Increase the minimum test score requirements has been a third

suggestion -- a suggestion that says we just keep arbitrarily raising the

test scores until we keep enough people out. A single test score will be

the factor that decides a future. This suggestion doesn't even consider

the fact that the aver~0e student may someday help us to learn to live

together - it doesn't consider the possibility that the average, or even

the good student, may someday find a solution to our energy crisis, or find

a cure for cancer. Ladies and gentlemen, our progress has not only come

from the hands of the brilliant, but it has come from the average as well.

Eliminating out-of-state students has been a suggestion - number 4 -

and fails to consider the fact that a large number of Floridians attend

public universities in other states. If other states then decided to

reject Florida students, it would greatly add to our problem.

A fifth suggestion is to eliminate foreign students, even though

they pay higher fees and bring a needed dimension to cultural education.

A sixth suggestion has beefi to eliminate the lower division from our

institutions while reducing graduate admissions has been a seventh suggestion;

•tieing admissions to manpower requirements has been an eighth suggestion and
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closing all of our off-campus centers has been a ninth suggestion. All of

these. like those mentioned before them, have been made with little thought

and with little or no concern for the needs for our future. They have all

been made as quick answers -- as panaceas -- and ladies and gentiemen.

these quick answers and panaceas could well result in a mediocrity that

we've never imagined.

The tenth suggestion has been to close our smaller institutions.

What does this mean? Should we close all but two -- or three -- what

really is a small university? Is bigness now our measure of efficiency,

of productivity? Do we just continue to make the big bigger? No one yet,

has advanced a formula for eliminating institutions by size. To think

that everyone fits in an institution of, say 40,000 or perhaps 50,000

students. is frightening. I know it would be frightening to thousand of

students. and. further, I believe the people in those communities where we

have the "smaller institutions" would agree that such a 'suggestion is not

worth the time to consider. Each of our institutions has a role and scope,

and there is a definite advantage for having large and small, graduate and

undergraduate, research and teaching oriented.

All 10 suggestions have been made. not by me and certainly not

endorsed by me, or to my knowledge by my colleagues, but they have been

been
made. They smack of elitism; they have/made with little thought and, if

implemented, they will close the doors of higher education to countless

young people.

Education is the best investment we can make in our future - it gives

us the greatest return. Who has to pay the freight? The answer is simple

for you and I and every other citizen of Florida will benefit, so we must

•each share the cost. At a time when we spend more and more on our jails,

our prisons, and our programs of rehabilitation, education is truly a bargain.

We can't rely on Federal promises since Congress, thus far, has underfunded
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everyone of its current programs. We simply can't double or triple

tuition, for that means education only for the rich -- the middle class

and the poor all have God-given talents and need to help with the problems

we face in the future. And the ten suggestions I've outlined are not

worth sincere consideration.

Ladies and gentlemen, at a time when we actually have the greatest

need for education in our history, there are those who say we can't afford

it. I submit to you, loud and clear, that we can't afford not to have it.
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low-income students would be unable to pay even one application fee far in advance
,

of registration.

Still another way to limit enrollment is to eliminate certain programs which

our universities offer, making our institutions less attractive to certain groups

.. of students. For example. we could cut out programs that are not directly related

to making a living, or, in other words, eliminate. liberal studies. We could also cut

out or curtail more graduate or professional programs where the supply of persons in

these fields appears to exceed the projected demand for their services. This approach

is already being followed in the SUS to an extent that is alanning to me. It presumes

tha:t someone or some group has been enciowed with the wisdom and foresight to know

what kind of knowledge and skills society will need in futUl-e years, and how many

persons will be needed in each field of specialization. Further. if hi.story proves their

decisions wrong, there will be no way to redo the exercise. VJhat we lose in talent and

skills would never be recovered". At a time when competence. trained intelligence. and

•
leaqership have never been needed more urgently, extreme caution must be observed

in eliminating college and university programs.

There are three alternatives to closing the door.

One is to permit thc quality of our programs to bec~me diluted even further.,,
than it is now. Although quality C?f programs is difficult to assess, there are

measures of quality which are generally considered to be effective. These include

the student-faculty ratio, the percent of Ph. D. 's on the faculty, the budget

expenditures per studcnt, the number of volunl.CS in the library. the impact the
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institution has upon its students, and other factors. Using these measurements,

one must conclude that the quality of our programs is declining.

To be effective, the teaching-learning functiOli. must be concerned with the

development of the individual student. By deciding that less individual attention

is~ needed by students, however, and that'less financial support per student is needed,

we could keep the door open for greater nwnbers. We could replace the self discovery

of laboratory courses with large lecture and demonstration classes; we could do away

with the give-and-take of seminars, with discussion groups, and with most face-to-

face contact with professors. We could severely restrict the munber of required essays

and papers, :nstitute more machine-graded exams, and drastically curtail our library

acquisitions. But I am ~willing to believe that the people of Florida will settle for

this app1."oach.

Another alternative is to raise tuition.

It should be noted, however, that the inflationary rise in tuition is a direct

threat to higher education for many students. Most spokesmen for higher education,

oppose this approach, and leaders of organized labor have spoken out strongly against

such proposals which would affect the life chances of millions of working-class people.

Florida students in the sus will soon be paying 30 percent of :the costs of their,..,
undergraduate education, and __ percent of the costs of graduate ~ucation; higher

tuition would hurt thousands of them with those from disadvantaged homes,

part-time students trying to work their way through college, and older people

seeking a second chance being injured the most. Moreover, all of society,

not just the graduate, gains from having educated men and women 10 the
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professions, in business and industry, in the arts, and in goverronental services.

I do not believe we can afford to raise tuition to such a point that thousands of

persons will be unable to acquire the knowledge and .skills that will enable them to

lead lives of creativity, contribution. integrity, and enjoyment.

The last alternative I will discuss;is to develop new sources of tax support

for our universities. F1orid~'s growing economy and increased demand for

government services cannot be funded from current tax sources solely. New ~ax

sources must be implemented. Among the alternatives to be considere:d are ~. .

statewide lottery, a state personal income tax, increased corporate tax - even

increased sales tax. These are decisions you - not we - must make. We believe

that the SUS has played a vital role in the economic. social. and cultural progress.
which I10rida has attained. We believe, further, that with adequate tax support,

our doors will not have to be closed, and our institutions' roles in forging the

future of I10rida will continue to be paramount.

:In q1osing, let me quote from Emerson: IIThis time, like all times, is a good
,

one if we but know what to do with it. 11

You will know best what to do with it, and I wish you Godspeed in helping us
':'

to get it done.
·tr
i



Question of Quality
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Quality may be recognized and measured in a variety of ways.

Certainly quality in people is a valued trait which must be recognized and

cultivated. Society cannot afford to waste the talents of people.

Undoubtedly individual quality is partly dependent upon genetics.

And, although the views of a Shockley or a Jensen are undoubtedly overstated,

it is certain that individual capabilities vary greatly. It is the responsi-

bility of a society to assist an individual to develop to the fullness of his

talents.

Quality in an individual requires that he concern himself with the

physical, biological, social, moral, and spiritual environments. Quality

demands of an individual his best efforts. Quality in an i"ndividual Imposes

an obligation to make the world a better place than he found it. Quality

demands individual discipline to develop God's gifts.

It is incumbent upon the student to seek a oroad educational back~

ground fed by :'ofnnivorous reading. It is his responsibility to seek the solid

teacher - not the easy mark or the hollow man.

It is the student's responsibility to develop the skills of cognitlon.

calculation. and communication: He must learn to recognize t~at there's merit

in what others do. As the I rish philosopher-mathematician put rt

"The inexorable advance of man's understanding in the path. of

knowledge, and those unquenchable claims of his moral and emotional

nature. which the understanding can never satisfy, are here equally

set forth. The world embraces not only a Newton. out a ShaKespeare ..•

not only a Boyle but a Raphael -- not only a Kant but a Beetfioven ..•

not only a Darwin, but Carlyle. Not in each of these, but tn all, is

human nature whole. 1I
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Qual i ty demands attention to the past. In some instances new

lessons need not be taught, but old lessons need to be re-learned. Perhaps

the greatest deficiency of the present generation is thei r seeming fai lure

to recognize that the stream of human civilization extends back more than

10,000 years before we were born.

Prudence demands that we build on the accumulated wisdom of the

past. As Sir Issac Newton said, "lf I have seen farther than others, it's

because I've stood on the shoulders of giants." Each of us should be grateful

that our field of vision is broadened and deepened by our vantage point on the

shoulders of our ancestors.

Quality comes to those who insist on quality. Quality demands

testing of the conventional wisdoms. Quality requires a senSe of obligation

and purpose. Without purpose the individual moves like a rudderless sf'iip

which drifts with the 'currents of whim and fancy rather than makJ.ng headway

towards the goal of a better world.

Just as individuals seek quality for theJl)selves so should they

demand quality of their institutions -- particularly tneir colleges and

universities.

Intangible evidence of the quality of programs in ~i·gher education

is largely derived from national s!Jrveys which measure tne reputation of

university programs in the eyes of leaders within each discipline. Wfille

Florida made some strides in the late 160's and early 'lots, its achrevements

fell far short of aspirations. A recent evaluati.on'of professional.schools

throughout the nation disclosed that the University of Kentucky, the University

of Georgia and the University of Al3bama each had two programs ranked among

the top; however, there were no universities in Florida, public or private,
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which had a single program so ranked. By contras~ the universities in the

state of California had ranked programs in sixteen of the eighteen fields with

a total of some twenty-six individually ranked programs.

would say the most critical factor accounting for Floridals failure

to have top ranking professional programs is the relative low level of financial

support which does nat compare favorably with superior ranked programs thr~ughout

the count ry.

The university system has attempted to be discriminating in the

manner in which we use the State resources provided. To become a trul~ distln~

guished university does not necessarily mean that every-segment of that uni·~

versity must achieve distinction. Under a new effort. known as tfie Programs of

Distinction, we have identified certain areas within each of the untversfties

which offer great potential for achieving distinction. We have concentrated

more of our financial support in these designated areas rather than attempting

to spread our resources equally across the total spectrum.

Also assisting in optimizing the use of State resources. during

the past legislative session, the universities and the Board staff were

granted more flexibility in the utilization of provided State revenues.

More money does not guarantee that quality will spring up full blown.

Less money guarantees that progress which has been made wilT be eroded away~

Inflation and inadequate funding insure that faculty morale and

dedication wi 11 dec1 ine; that the preservation of the results of scho1arsh~p

will diminish because libraries cannot acquire the product of tfie presses;

able students born to poor parents wi 11 be denied the great opportunities

given them with the gift of lift because they cannot afford to go to school;
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society will lose educated intellects in the arts, sciences, and politics; the

creation of new knowledge and the solution to old problems will slow; and the

age of unreason wi 11 consume us.

Quality in people and institutions is a requisite if we are to

avoid slipping backwards in the coming demographic deluge with its concomitant

problems of food or famine, war or peace, beauty or bestiality. The Oamocles

Sword of destruction hangs by the slim hair of hope which quality provides~

,
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